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About the Cover Art:

*The Ubiquitous Shrouding of an Undeniable Luster* is number X from Lina Iris Viktor’s ongoing series *The Dark Continent* (begun in 2016), which is organized into four “Acts.” Each work in the series is titled with text that is a component of a poem the artist has written. The texts/titles from Act I: Genesis combine to form the following poem:

We descended from a darkness that
belongs to no one . . .

Still, you hold no claim here.
If we be shadows cast upon cave walls, it is that we are light keepers.

We met the world halfway, then merged infinitely.

A blackness so complete The shadow Ceases to exist.

Each day we drink of the Sun. The great deluge.

For a precious thing is never laid to bare.

To be light-filled. The grandest of illusions.

Recall, the gold sifted from dirt . . .

The ubiquitous shrouding an undeniable luster.

We have rested. The air reverberates with our resurrection.

The dark continent? . . .
and here there is a Pause.

(for more of Viktor's work, visit: https://www.linaviktor.com)